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Management decisions can now be made in real-time - from virtually anywhere - with PowerHealth
OnDemand®’s Quality Performance Analytics. OnDemand’s Quality Performance Analytics provides the
immediate insight to visualizing your quality performance for managing readmissions, determining quality
outcomes, understanding core measures, and driving accountability - all critical to achieving and sustaining
quality of care initiatives. OnDemand delivers performance management availability 24/7 through our intuitive
and interactive analytics platform that can be implemented in days - not months or years, in order for you to
achieve goals in less time, with absolute control.

Beyond reporting, OnDemand’s Guided IntelligenceTM provides organized answers you need
for true performance improvement
PowerHealth OnDemand®’s unique Guided IntelligenceTM effectively streamlines data and information processes
for executives, management and analysts that will help turn this data into actionable intelligence throughout your
enterprise. Guided IntelligenceTM utilizes predictive analytics to aggregate data from disparate sources and then
provides answers you need to achieve breakthrough performance throughout your operations.

OnDemand Intelligence leads to measurable improvements
Using OnDemand Quality Performance Analytics, your hospital gains greater visibility into quality performance
drivers and comparative benchmarks. The end result is breakthrough in ensuring quality outcomes, increasing
utilization efforts, reductions in patient length of stay, and on demand analysis required to accurately manage the
impact of readmissions. Our solid platform and innovative tools help you uncover key performance variances,
isolate root causes, and provide solutions to capitalize on opportunities for improvement.

With OnDemand Quality Performance Analytics, you gain:
•

Readmissions Management - Prepare your organization for the major impacts on reimbursements
tied to avoidable readmissions - starting today! OnDemand isolates patient readmissions through
trend and gap analysis, reveals financial risks linked to payer mix over any time period, and enables
root cause analysis that will lead to action.

•

Quality Outcomes Performance - Visual interpretations of performance management through
dynamic dashboards, intuitive analysis grids, and access to ultimate detail.

•

Core Measures Performance - Platform provides immediate visibility and tracking to monitor Core
Measures for trends or gaps that may adversely affect quality outcomes and business performance.

•

Clinical Quality Statistics - Near real-time data access for monitoring patient quality statistics that
provides visual interpretations and actionable intelligence. The solution provides user self‐service
access and reporting including automated distribution to significantly reduce overhead and costs.
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From Dashboards to Ultimate Details - the benefits are right in front of you
•

No capital costs - PowerHealth does all the work of managing the technology so you can focus on
managing your hospital.

•

Anytime, anywhere access - Web-hosted and entirely managed for you, the PowerHealth OnDemand®
Platform brings the ‘on-demand’ to your organization in real-time.

•

Proactive reporting and efficiency - The solution automates the transfer of data into an easy-tonavigate platform so your reporting is ready, accurate, and easy to distribute. And comes with the
exclusive PowerHealth Guided IntelligenceTM and accountability for all users.

•

Savings and peace of mind - OnDemand eliminates costly overhead, proprietary tools, and learning
curve.

•

Gain focused insight into your organization turning data into actionable intelligence!

A future-proof foundation to support Healthcare’s shifting paradigm
Our HIPAA and SAS 70 certified data centers, secure network, and integration with leading healthcare
information systems form the foundation of our PowerHealth OnDemand® services. With our PowerHealth
OnDemand® Platform, your organization benefits from:
•

No software or hardware to buy, install or maintain

•

Flexibility and scalability to support organizations of any size and patient volumes

•

Proven low total cost of ownership

About PowerHealth OnDemand®
PowerHealth OnDemand® provides complete performance management solutions that deliver actionable
intelligence on the status and direction of your financial, clinical operations, and quality outcomes that will enable
proactive strategies for improved results. PowerHealth has enabled over 600 healthcare organizations around
the world to maximize their core IT investments through expertise in healthcare integration, enterprise analytics,
cost accounting, and revenue management. For more information, please visit us on the web at
www.powerhealthondemand.com or by phone at +1 (303)683-8239. Get ready for OnDemand!
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